cloud.ca: Canada’s Cloud Infrastructure as a Service

Stability
Stable and predictable Canadian cloud computing services that can be adjusted on demand.

• Eliminate noisy neighbors – our gated private cloud ensures co-tenants can’t disrupt performance by over-consuming resources
• High-availability at every layer of our cloud infrastructure eliminates single points of failure
• Distributed object storage subsystems ensure your data is always replicated to a minimum of three physical nodes
• Redundant network design and services guarantee that you and your customers can always access your cloud

Controlled self-serve access

• Advanced performance optimizations with optional Citrix NetScaler
• Blazing fast networking with 20Gbps per server and SSL offload supporting millions of concurrent connections
• Distributed tiered SSD block storage and horizontal scaling object storage

Performance
Canadian cloud infrastructure backed by a guarantee and designed to support business critical applications.

• Committed capacity with network and resource isolation from other virtual private clouds (VPCs) and tenants

Canadian
• Data sovereignty
• Owned & operated
• Proximity
• Bilingual

Agile
• Self-serve to speed innovation
• APIs supporting automation
• Easy collaboration

Reliable
• High availability (SLAs)
• Security features
• Technical support
• Compliance certifications

Elastic
• Scale capacity on-demand
• Scale performances on-demand
• Utility billing
cloud.ca is Canada’s cloud for developers and operators, it meets the innovators’ need for on-demand infrastructure services.

**Speed innovation**
- Easy-to-use self-service interface puts you in control
- Virtual machines ready when you need them
- The APIs you need to implement DevOps practices and continuous delivery

**Simplify delivery**
- Focus on cost management instead of capacity management
- Only pay for what you use (hourly)
- Integrate with what you already have
- Designed to ease scaling

**Secure operations**
- Mitigate business risk with our design and operations to meet resiliency, security and privacy requirements
- Canadian cloud infrastructure owned and operated by a Canadian cloud provider
- Supports two-factor authentication for added security
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**For applications**

cloud.ca is a Canadian VPC for your workspaces and data. It is a secure, cost-effective and high-performance platform for Citrix XenApp, XenDesktop, XenMobile and Sharefile. It is certified Citrix Ready.

**Enable your end-users**
- Secure on-demand workspaces with NetScalers
- Get the right data to the right person at the right time using ShareFile
- Enable a bring your own device workplace without purchasing new hardware

**Save time and money**
- Manage your business, not your infrastructure
- Get the transparency of IT costs with standardized infrastructure services
- Integrate with your existing datacentre and applications

**Mitigate risk**
- Keep your data safe in Canada and your workspaces accessible
- Our design and operations meet resiliency, security, and privacy requirements
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**For workspaces**

cloud.ca is a regional cloud service for businesses requiring that all or some of their data remain in Canada, for reasons of compliance, performance, cost or privacy.

cloud.ca’s Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform works as a standalone IaaS and also fits perfectly into CloudOps’ hybrid cloud services, allowing a mix of private cloud and other public cloud infrastructures such as Amazon Web Services (AWS). Guaranteed to remain 100% Canadian owned and operated, cloud.ca is a self-service utility IaaS that runs 24x7 and offers support in both English and French. cloud.ca is used for workspaces (end-user computing) and for business critical applications.
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**About cloud.ca**

cloud.ca is a Canadian VPC for your workspaces and data. It is a secure, cost-effective and high-performance platform for Citrix XenApp, XenDesktop, XenMobile and Sharefile. It is certified Citrix Ready.

**Enable your end-users**
- Secure on-demand workspaces with NetScalers
- Get the right data to the right person at the right time using ShareFile
- Enable a bring your own device workplace without purchasing new hardware

**Save time and money**
- Manage your business, not your infrastructure
- Get the transparency of IT costs with standardized infrastructure services
- Integrate with your existing datacentre and applications

**Mitigate risk**
- Keep your data safe in Canada and your workspaces accessible
- Our design and operations meet resiliency, security, and privacy requirements
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**About CloudOps**

Since 2005, CloudOps has enabled hundreds of enterprises and web-based companies to build their businesses in the cloud.

We provide private, public, hybrid and multi-cloud solutions for businesses seeking scalability, and for enterprises making their move to the cloud. Our best-in-class cloud architecture and proven approaches to cloud networking, cloud building and cloud operations allow companies to confidently, securely, and reliably capture business opportunities while achieving higher levels of performance. CloudOps builds, owns and operates cloud.ca.
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info@cloud.ca
@cloud_dot_ca